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Portfolio Manager’s comments         

Bitcoin dominance continued to increase during the first half of August reaching a year high 

of 54.50%.  After a rebound of Alts during the second half its dominance ended at 53.10%.  

As we expected, in the first week of August the SEC postponed its decision on the 

SolidX/VanEck Bitcoin ETF for another 45 days.  The market sold off on the news which 

shouldn’t have been a surprise.  Last year the SEC used the full 240 days to finally deny the 

Bitcoin ETF proposal.  To clarify the process, they first ask for 45 that can be postponed 

again by 45 days (currently September 30th), then they can postpone yet again for 90 days 

and then another 60 days for a total of 240 days in total dragging a final decision to 1Q19.   

Bitcoins started the month at $7,780 and traded as low as $5,971 to close the month at 

$7,037, down 9.55% for the month.  Market traded lower right from the start of August, 

Genesis Block Fund ended down 17.21% while BLP Crypto Assets FIM ended down 8.56% 

given the strong depreciation of the BRL/USD during August.  With Lighting Network 

coming into effect, we decided to swap our Litecoin position to ETH and BTC as it had been 

underperforming and less use cases for Litecoin given LN evolving.  During the Alts selloff 

we bought back some of our XLM positions close to the low and they have re-bounded 

handsomely since (during August they traded with an amplitude of 22%).  

The second week of August a severe selloff in Alts continued, Operating Systems like ETH, 

EOS, NEO and TRX underperformed in general.  There was a strong rumor that Stellar was 

doing some partnership with Facebook which made XLM outperform significantly and 

overtaking EOS 5th spot in terms of highest market cap.  We thought this was move 

overdone and were able to swap half of our XLM position at the high into EOS which proved 

to be a great trade as the next day EOS re-established its 5th place back outperforming XLM 

significantly.  On the second half of the month the main event was the expected rejection of 

of 9 Bitcoin ETFs based on future contracts.  Then news did not have an impact on price and 

the volatility diminished substantially.  Our pair trade overweight EOS/underweight XRP 

had a difficult start to the month but rebounded strongly during the second half with EOS 

outperforming XRP by over 10%, generating the bulk of the alpha against the TOP10.  

Interesting announcements/comments: 

- Intercontinental Exchange announced Bakkt, a global platform and ecosystem for 

digital assets. 

- NYSE´s owner wants to bring Bitcoin to your 401(k).  Are crypto credit cards next? 

- World Bank prices first global blockchain bond. 

- Steve Wozniak, Apple Co-founder joins blockchain startup Equi 

http://ir.theice.com/press/press-releases/all-categories/2018/08-03-2018-133022149
http://fortune.com/longform/nyse-owner-bitcoin-exchange-startup/?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=social-button-sharing
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/08/23/world-bank-prices-first-global-blockchain-bond-raising-a110-million
https://bloqwire.com/steve-wozniak-apple-co-founder-joins-blockchain-startup-equi/?utm_source=BNC+Newsletter&utm_campaign=0286798880-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_08_27_03_41&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_83439a8472-0286798880-245143237


 

 
 

Monthly estimated return          

THE BITCOIN AND TOP10 ESTIMATED RETURNS STATED ON THE TABLE ABOVE ARE MERELY ECONOMIC 

REFERENCES AND SHALL NOT BE CONTRUCTED AS A PERFORMANCE TARGET TO BE ACHIEVED BY THE FUNDS 

NOR A PERFORMANCE PARAMETER APPLICABLE TO THEM. 

Tech corner            

We have been writing about tokenization in a few of our monthly investment letters.  Below 
there is a good explanation of the difference between security and utility tokens. 

It’s not an overstatement to say that initial coin offerings (ICOs) have thoroughly 
transformed the fundraising landscape for early-stage blockchain companies around the 
world. Last year saw more than $4 billion being raised through such events, easily 
outstripping the amount blockchain start-ups raised through the more traditional channel 
of venture capital. Indeed, many would call 2017 the year of the token. 

But the lack of adequate regulation has led to many scams and questionable fundraising 
practices to emerge within the space. In response, the Securities & Exchange Commission 
(SEC) is now intensifying its scrutiny of ICOs to ensure that such offerings are in compliance 
with the rules, especially federal securities laws. The US regulator is now leading the charge 
in terms of ICO regulation, and it is expected that many other countries around the world 
will then follow in its footsteps. 

At the heart of the SEC’s efforts is the attempt to deduce whether tokens have an inherent 
utility, or whether they are simply being provided for investment purposes. The financial 
watchdog is now specifically zeroing in on ICOs, seeking to verify whether such events 
involve the sale of unregistered securities, and whether any materially misleading 
statements have been made by the hosting company to the investing public leading up to 
the event. 

The distinction between ‘utility’ and ‘security’ matters to regulators. From the perspective 
of securities law, the sale of tokens and other items that offer utility such as real estate and 
precious metals are largely excluded from being regulated as securities, despite the fact that 
a buyer may purchase such items at least in part for the purposes of investment. 
Consequently, they aim to market their tokens as utility tokens when hosting their ICOs, 
which involves considerably less onerous regulatory compliance. 

But should the token in question represent a security, then the company becomes subject to 
federal securities law, as the SEC first concluded in July after its watershed investigation into 
the DAO token offering, which took place on the Ethereum platform. At the time, the SEC 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD 2018 

Genesis -16.00% -5.17% -37.38% 57.20% -20.19% -20.59% 7.50% -17.21%     -55.68% 

BLP 

Crypto 

-19.19% -1.78% -33.74% 61.16% -14.11% -17.57% 4.50% -8.56%     -42.66% 

Bitcoin -27.80% 1.73% -32.93% 32.51% -18.90% -14.55% 21.49% -9.55%     -50.29% 

TOP10 -21.20% -12.40% -41.64% 53.12% -20.90% -19.41% 8.70% -17.59%     -64.78% 

CDI 0.58% 0.46% 0.53% 0.52% 0.52% 0.52% 0.54% 0.57%     4.32% 

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-131
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-131


 

 
 

concluded that the tokens sold by the DAO were securities and should thus be subject to 
federal securities laws. But what they did also ascertain is that while DAO tokens are 
securities, Ether is not. As Devebois & Plimpton observed, “The Report seems to distinguish 
between Ether, labelled a virtual currency, and DAO Tokens, labelled a security. Market 
participants may take comfort in this distinction, as it supports the view that not all 
blockchain tokens are securities under the U.S. Federal Securities Laws.” 

The easiest way to think about utility tokens is that they are the ‘fuel’ used to power the 
successful operation of the system. They are primarily not designed to be investments, 
either now or in the future, and thus are not subject to the country’s laws governing 
securities. This perhaps explains why projects that intend to supply utility tokens prefer 
their ICOs to be called token offerings, or token generation events, so as not to confuse them 
with initial public offerings (IPOs) from the equities world, and thus not draw undue 
attention from regulators. Indeed, Ether could arguably be considered a utility token, seeing 
as it represents the ‘Gas’ that makes the network run and its primary function is to enable 
the fair execution of smart contracts and to facilitate the building of applications on the 
network. By executing code and smart contracts, Ethereum miners are rewarded with Gas, 
as represented by the value of Ether.  

Security Tokens, on the other hand, are more akin to financial trading instruments. They 
can usually be observed when they are used as investment in a new start-up or give out a 
share of the profits/losses of the company. Ultimately, accompanying the security token is 
the expectation of future profits that will be at least partly derived from the efforts of others 
(usually the founders of the company itself), and an increase in the value of the investment. 

But how does the SEC actually go about making the distinction? Thus far, the most effective 
tool at its disposal has been the Howey Test, a Supreme Court finding that has formed the 
basis as the leading definition of an investment contract. The test stipulates that an 
investment contract is “a contract, transaction or scheme whereby a person invests his 
money in a common enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the efforts of the 
promoter or a third party.” 

SEC Chairman Jay Clayton has made the distinction between the two categories decidedly 
clear, moreover, asserting that “Merely calling a token a ‘utility’ token or structuring it to 
provide some utility does not prevent the token from being a security.” If the token also 
places a degree of emphasis on the potential for investors to make profits at some point 
down the line based on “the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others”, then the 
authorities are going to also deem the token as a security. 

How to identify if a company is issuing security tokens 

As an investor looking to participate in ICOs, you should be aware of whether the issuing 
company is trying to sell security tokens masquerading as utility tokens, as part of your 
overall due diligence. With further regulation from the SEC clearly on the horizon, 
navigating the ICO landscape from a legal standpoint will become ever-more important. 
With that in mind, what follows is some practical guidance to help investors (and the 
issuing companies themselves) with such an endeavor: 

http://www.nasdaq.com/article/sec-weighs-in-on-ico-tokens-as-securities-ether-still-labeled-currency-cm822080


 

 
 

Look at the functionality of the token: Can you utilize the token in accordance with its stated 
purpose? Although the project may only be in ‘testing’ mode, the platform should strongly 
indicate at the very least that it can be used by token buyers as intended. And this should 
ideally be determined prior to the launch of the ICO. 

What is the company’s marketing effort focused on? Is a significant chunk of its online 
literature directed at investors and the crypto-community? If so, this should raise concerns 
that the token is a security, and regulatory intervention is likely to be just around the 
corner. But if the company is instead focused on trying to attract people to use its platform, 
is not using wording focused on earning profits, and instead discusses the functionality of 
the token, then the project’s legitimacy is likely to be more convincing. 

Don’t rely on a SAFT framework: A Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (SAFT) is an 
investment contract provided by the project’s developers to accredited investors. The 
framework aims to assert that when tokens are issued to investors in an ICO, they have 
utility such that they are not considered securities and can thus be sold to investors in the 
secondary cryptocurrency market. But investors should not simply assume that having a 
SAFT in place makes the company compliant. Determining whether a transaction involves a 
security does not turn on labelling — such as characterizing an ICO as involving a ‘utility 
token’ — but instead requires an assessment of ‘the economic realities underlying a 
transaction.” 

Beware of companies seeking to put tokens on exchanges: If a company purports to issue a 
utility token but is also making clear efforts to eventually post their token on an exchange 
either by themselves or through a third party, this should raise a red flag.  

Does published content state or suggest that investors can earn a profit? Online content from 
the company posted on blogs, forums, social media platforms, or endorsing other third-
party content suggesting that gains can be realized from purchasing the company’s tokens, 
should concern investors.  

Regulators can intervene at any time: Just because a token sale has commenced does not 
mean that regulators won’t shut down the event at a later stage.  

According to Stephanie Avakian, co-director of the SEC’s Enforcement Division, the 
regulator “will continue to scrutinize the market vigilantly for improper offerings that seek 
to sell securities to the general public without the required registration or exemption”. 

But it should also be stressed that the SEC does not appear to be trying to abjectly close 
down ICOs or unnecessarily suppress the potential of blockchain / cryptocurrency 
companies. If formulated and executed correctly, then token generation events will continue 
to represent an innovative, revolutionary channel for new projects to raise funding. 
However, should the tokens meet the criteria of being securities, then as Clayton clearly 
states, they “must be accompanied by the important disclosures, processes and other 
investor protections that our securities laws require.” 

That all being said, the process continues to evolve at a fairly brisk pace, and according to 
some of the SEC’s latest pronouncements, “federal securities laws apply regardless of 
whether the offered security…is labelled a ‘coin’ or ‘utility token’ rather than a stock, bond 

https://www.wsj.com/amp/articles/regulators-are-looking-at-cryptocurrency-1516836363


 

 
 

or investment contract.” Although many have made the case that a clear distinction between 
utility and security should be made, and that utility tokens require considerably less 
regulatory oversight, it would appear that the recent comments from Mr. Clayton and Mr. 
Giancarlo strongly suggest that less of a distinction will be made between the two classes 
going forward, and that more projects will require compliance with securities laws. 

If this is the ultimate direction the US takes, then much of the world will follow. And in turn, 
this should help global investors receive the appropriate protections when participating in 
an ICO, as well as provide the space with the legitimacy it sorely needs to mature and 
develop. 

Genesis Block Fund Ltd. Characteristics        

Minimum Investment  $100,000 

Subscription   Monthly 

Redemption   Monthly with 15 days pre-notice 

Administration fee  2% p.a. 

Performance fee  20% over 6M Libor with High Water Mark 

Administrator   MG Stover 

Auditor    Cohen & Co 

Legal Counsel   Walkers Global and Freitas Leite 

Contact   genesis.block@blpasset.com.br  

 

BLP Crypto Assets FIM – Investimento no Exterior Characteristics    

Minimum Investment  R$100,000 

Subscription   Monthly 

Redemption   Monthly with 15 days pre-notice 

Administration fee  2% p.a. 

Performance fee  20% over CDI with High Water Mark (come cotas) 

Administrator   Planner 

Auditor    Crowe Horwath 

Legal Counsel   Freitas Leite 

Contact   contato@blpcrypto.com.br  

Website   www.blpcrypto.com.br  

mailto:genesis.block@blpasset.com.br
mailto:contato@blpcrypto.com.br


 

 
 

IMPORTANT DISCLUSURE AND DISCLAIMER 

THIS LETTER IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE RECIPIENTS HEREOF, AND 

CONTAISN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. THIS LETTER MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, 

DISTRIBUTED OR PUBLISHED BY ANY SUCH RECIPIENT HEREOF FOR ANY PURPOSE, 

WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF BLP GESTORA DE RECURSOS LTDA.  

THIS LETTER IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED TO 

PROVIDE SPECIFIC INVESTMENT ADVICE FOR YOU AND SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON 

FOR THAT PURPOSE. YOU SHOULD NOT ACT OR RELY ON ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED 

HEREIN WITHOUT SEEKING THE ADVICE OF A PROFESSIONAL. 

NO INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS DOCUMENT CONSTITUTES A SOLICITATION, OFFER 

OR RECOMMENDATION TO BUY OR SELL SHARES OF ANY INVESTMENT FUND TO BE 

MANAGED OR SPONSORED BY BLP GESTORA DE RECURSOS LTDA. OR ITS AFFILIATES 

NOR SHOULD IT BE CONSTRUED AS SUCH IN ANY JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH A 

SOLICITATION, OFFER OR RECOMMENDATION WOULD BE ILLEGAL.  

THIS LETTER MAY CONTAIN ASSUMPTIONS, ESTIMATES, ILLUSTRATIONS AND 

INDICATIVE VALUES (THE “INFORMATION”) WHICH MAY BE AMENDED AT ANYTIME 

THEREBY IMPACTING ON THE OUTCOME OF THE PRESENTED BUSINESS. ALTHOUGH 

COLLECTED FROM RELIABLE AND SELECTED SOURCES, BLP GESTORA DE RECURSOS 

LTDA. DOES NOT ENSURE THE ACCURACY, UPDATING, PRECISION, ADEQUACY OR 

VERACITY OF THE INFORMATION PROVIDED HEREIN. NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE 

THAT ANY TRANSACTION CAN BE AFFECTED AT THE VALUES PROVIDED HEREIN AND 

NEITHER BLP GESTORA DE RECURSOS LTDA. NOR ANY OF ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS OR 

EMPLOYEES ACCEPTS ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR ANY DIRECT OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS ARISING FROM ANY USE OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN. 

THE PAST IS NOT A GUARANTEE FOR FUTURE PERFORMANCE. ANY PERFORMANCE 

FIGURES PRESENTED HEREIN ARE GROSS OF TAXES.   

INVESTMENT FUNDS PERFORMANCE IS NOT GUARANTEED BY FUND ADMINISTRATORS 

OR FUND MANAGERS, BY FUNDO GARANTIDOR DE CRÉDITO – FGC OR BY ANY CAPITAL 

PROTECTION MECHANISM.  

THE FUNDS REFERRED HEREIN HAVE LESS THAN TWELVE (12) MONTHS OF OPERATION. 

AN ANALYSIS OF AT LEAST 12 (TWELVE) MONTHS IS RECOMMENDED WHEN 

EVALUATING INVESTMENT FUNDS’ PERFORMANCE. 

INVESTORS MUST NOTE THAT AN INVESTMENT IN ANY INVESTMENT FUND TO BE 

MANAGED OR SPONSORED BY BLP GESTORA DE RECURSOS LTDA. WILL BE SUBJECT TO 

RISKS. THE VALUE OF INVESTMENTS MAY FALL AS WELL AS RISE AND INVESTORS MAY 

NOT GET BACK THE AMOUNTS INVESTED. 

BEFORE MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, PLEASE READ THE RELEVANT OFFERING 

DOCUMENTS, THE FUNDS’ BYLAWS AND OTHER OFFERING MATERIALS IN THEIR 

ENTIRETY. 


